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Throughout this paper F is a field of characteristic p > 0, D is a locally 
finite-dimensional division F-algebra and n is a positive integer. In [6] we 
showed that the derived length of a locally soluble subgroup of GL(n, D) is 
bounded by an ordinal function of n only, and the precise form of this bound 
we discuss below. An obvious question is whether some similar result holds 
bounding the lengths of rapidly ascending, normal series with abelian factors. 
Our first result shows that the answer to this is no. 
If G is any group, let (v,(G)} be the upper locally nilpotent series of G 
and let hph(G) denote the least ordinal y for which vJG) = nY+ i(G). If G is a 
hyperabelian group, let huh(G) be the least ordinal y for which there exists 
an ascending series: 
with G’ a+, < G, Q G for each a < y. Trivially, hph(G) < huh(G). 
THEOREM 1. Let p be zero or a prime and let 1 < ,LI < y be ordinals. 
Then there exists a division ring D of characteristic p that is locallyjinite- 
dimensional over its centre and a torsion-free hyperabelian subgroup G of 
D* such that hph(G) =/3 and hah(G) = y. 
Suppose G is a hyperabelian group. If hph(G) = 0 then G = (1) and 
hah(G) = 0. If ,8 = hph(G) = 1 then G is locally nilpotent and if G, as in 
Theorem 1, is a subgroup of D* or, more generally, if G is a subgroup of 
some GL(n, D), then in contrast to Theorem 1 the possibilities for 
y = huh(G) are very limited. Specifically by [6, Theorem 21 any locally 
nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D) is soluble; let d(n, p) be the maximum 
derived length of any locally nilpotent skew-linear group of degree n over a 
locally finite-dimensional division algebra of characteristic p. 
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THEOREM 2. For all n > 1 and p zero or a prime 
d(n, P) = 
I 
2 + PO& nl if n=l or P = 0, 
1 - [-log* n] if n > 1 and p > 0. 
The corresponding function for linear groups is: 
dli,(n, P) = 
I 
1 + [log, 4 if n = 1 or p f 2, 
- [-log* nl if n > 1 and p= 2. 
Finally, we consider the derived lengths of locally soluble groups. For any 
group G and ordinal y let G’fl denote the flh term of the derived series of G. 
If G < GL(n, 0) let u(G) be the maximum unipotent normal subgroup of G. 
Now assume that G is a locally soluble subgroup of GL(n, 0). In [6] we 
proved that: 
(a) G has derived length at most w + (2 - [-log, n]); 
(b) if WW)‘” is torsion-free then G has derived length at most 
w + (1 - [-log, n]); and 
(c) for every such n and p there exists such a G with G/u(G) torsion- 
free such that G has derived length exactly w + (1 - [-log, n]). 
These three results leave an obvious gap, which we are now able to close. 
PROPOSITION 1. If G is a locally soluble subgroup of GL(n, D), where D 
is as above, then GcW+‘) < u(G) and G(Y) = (1) for y = o + (1 - [-log, n]). 
There is a genuine further case to be considered, not covered by (b) above. 
That is (G/u(G))‘“’ need not be torsion-free. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p be zero or a prime and n and r positive integers 
with r > 1 and r prime to p. Then there exists a division ring D of charac- 
teristic p that is locally finite-dimensional over its centre and a hyperabelian 
subgroup G, of GL(n, D) with derived length exactly w + (1 - [-log, n]) 
such that (G,/u(G,))‘“’ is the direct product of n cyclic groups of order r. 
1. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
1.1. Let H be a hyperabelian group and C a non-trivial abelian group. 
Set W=H{C. Then hah(W)=hah(H)+ 1. 
Proof. Let y = hah(H). Trivially y < hah(W) < y + 1. Suppose y is not a 
limit ordinal. Now C # (1) implies that H is involved in W’. Thus 
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hah(W’)>y. But if hah(W)=y then hah(W’)<y- 1. Thus huh(W)= 
y + 1. Now assume that y is a limit ordinal and suppose we have a series 
with W’ n+ r < W, 4 W for each a < y. There exists a < y with 
C f? W, # (1). If B denotes the base group of the wreath product then 
B’ < W, by [ 1, 26.211 since C is abelian. Thus huh(H) = huh(B) < 
a + 1 < y. This contradiction completes the proof of 1.1. 
Let y > 0 be an ordinal and for each ordinal a < y. Let C, be a cyclic 
group of prime order q,. Define the hyperabelian group H, inductively by 
letting H, = (1 ), 
and 
H,= X H, for limit ordinals /I < y 
O<n<4 
where X denotes the direct product. 
An easy transfinite induction using 1.1 yields the following: 
1.2. huh(H,) = y. 
1.3. Suppose q, # q,+, for all a + 1 < y. Then 
(4 rl, + ~WJI~,(H,) is a non-trivial ubeliun qa group for all a < y 
and hph(H.J = y and 
(b) there is an exact sequence A, w Gy++ H, with A, ubeliun, G, 
focully poly-Z and A,<d(G,) such that Ay>-’ q,(G,) --H ql(HJ is exact with 
q,(G,) ubeliun. In particular hph(G,,) = huh(G,) = y. 
For any group G we set d(G) = {g E G: (G : C,(g)) < 00 1. 
Proof. For both (a) and (b) we induct on y, the results being obvious if 
y < 1. Assume the results hold for all a < y. If y is a limit ordinal the 
conclusions are obvious, so suppose y - 1 exists. Set H = H,_ 1, C = C,-, 
and W = H,; denote the base group of W by B. 
(a) Clearly q,,(B) = B < W= q,(w). Let /I < y be the least ordinal 
such that rB(B) < qo( W). Trivially /I is not a limit ordinal. Since C has prime 
order W = B . v4( W) and 
PIrl@N x O~o(w)/v~(B)) = W,‘rldB) g WlrloW)? C 
in the obvious way. Thus r],(H) = H and y - 1 <p < y by induction. 
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Suppose /I = y - 1. Then B = q,,(B) < qo(W) by the definition of p, so 
W=vo(w) and Wrlo-1(w) 1 is ocally nilpotent. But ‘lo _ ,(W) = ‘la- ,(B) by 
the choice of p and W/vo- ,(B) g (H/qoP1(H)) t C, the wreath product of 
(by induction) a non-trivial qypz group by the non-trivial qy-, group C. This 
is never locally nilpotent since qypz # qy- I . Consequently p = y, 
~,-i(w) = B and (a) follows. 
(b) Heresetp=y-l.TakeDwE ++ C exact, where E is infinite 
cyclic. Then the following sequence (with the obvious maps) is exact: 
A~‘xD~G~C’]E~H’~‘]C... (*I 
where X”’ = Map(C, X) and where 1 denotes the split extension. Thus with 
A,=Ar’XD and G,=GF’]E we have ,4,-G,++ W exact with A, 
abelian. Since C is finite and A, < d(G,) we have A,, < d(G,,). If X is any 
poly-Z subgroup of G, then XCC’]E is also poly-72. Thus G, is locally 
poly-z. 
We reduced above to y > 1. In the proof of (a) we showed that 
vl(W> = r,(B) = v,(H) (‘). By induction the inverse image of vi(W) in G, is 
v,(GJ(~) x D, which is abelian, again by induction. Thus qi(G,) = 
v~(G~)(~) x D and A, - vl(G,)-- rllW) is exact. From (a) it now follows 
that hph(G,) = y and since the factors of the upper locally nilpotent series of 
G, are abelian, we have also that hah(G,) = y. The proof of (b) is complete. 
1.4. Suppose q, = q (fixed) for all a < y. Then hph(H,,) < 1 and there is 
an exact sequence A, tt G,* H, with A, abelian, G, locally poly-Z, 
AY< A(G,), hph(G,) = min(2, y} and hah(G,) = y. 
Proof: Clearly H, is a hyperabelian q-group. As such it is locally 
nilpotent and hph(H,) < 1. If y < 2 the result is obvious, so assume that 
y > 2. We proceed to construct the sequence by induction as in the proof of 
1.3(b). If y is a limit ordinal, the conclusions are obvious by induction and if 
p = y - 1 exists, we use sequence (*). All is then clear except possibly for the 
computation of hph(G,) and hah(GJ. 
Trivially, hph(G,,) < 2. Now a torsion-free, nilpotent, abelian-by-finite 
group is abelian, and G, is abelian by locally finite. Thus if G, is locally 
nilpotent, then G, is abelian. But H, is not abelian, for example, by 1.2, so 
hph(G,) = 2. Clearly JJ< hah(GJ < 1 + y by 1.2, so if y is infinite then 
hah(G,) = y. If y is finite we induct on y. Then in the sequence (*) the 
derived length of G, is /I by induction, so G,= GF’ XI E has derived length 
at most /3 + 1 = y. The proof of 1.4 is complete. 
1.5. Proof of Theorem 1. First pick primes q, for a < /I with q, # q, + , 
for a + 1 < /I and set K = H,. Then choose the q, all equal for a < y and set 
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L = H,. Put H = K x L. By 1.3(b) and 1.4 there exists an exact sequence 
A H G + H with A abelian, G locally poly-Z, A <d(G), 
&h(G) = max{p, min{2, y}}, =/I 
since p > 1, and huh(G) = max{/J, y} = y. The existence of a suitable division 
ring D now follows from [6,3.1]. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For any prime q by a q-primary group, we mean a locally nilpotent group 
G for which G modulo its centre c,(G) is a q-group. If G is such a group, 
then G’ is also a q-group. 
2.1. Let G be a q-primary subgroup of GL(n, D) where q # p. Then G 
has derived length at most 
i 
2 if ncq, 
dh P, q) = 1 + [log, n] if n>q and p+q>2, 
2 + Ilog, nl if p+q=2, 
and this bound is attained for all n, p and q # p, even when F is required to 
be perfect. 
Proof. We induct on n. By hypothesis G/C,(G) and G’ are q-groups. 
Since p # q we have G’ TSI u(G) = (1). Consequently if G@’ < u(G) for some 
integer d > 1 then Gcd’ = (1). Thus by 3.1 of [4] we may pass to G/u(G) 
and assume that V= Den) is a completely reducible D-G bimodule. By 
induction we may assume that V is D-G irreducible. 
Let B be an abelian normal subgroup of G that is maximal subject to 
B < G’ and let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G containing B. 
Let R = F[A ] < D,. By [7, 8 and 31 the commutative F-algebra R is semi- 
simple. Let E = {e, ,..., e,} be the set of primitive idempotents of R. Then G 
permutes E and CgpG Ve: is G-invariant. Since V is D-G irreducible and 
V = @ Vei it follows that G acts transitively on E. 
Let N = C,(E) and Q = G/N. Then as G/I;,(G) is a q-group, Q is 
isomorphic to a transitive q-subgroup of Sym(E). Thus r = qS for some s > 0 
and Q has derived length at most s. Let m = dim, Ye,. Then n = mq’ and 
[log, n] = [log, m] + s. 
Suppose s = 0. Then R is a field and B = A n G’ is a locally cyclic q- 
group. Hence Aut(B) is abelian and G’ centralizes B. But B is equal to its 
centralizer in G’ by the initial choice of B, so G’ = B and G has derived 
length at most 2. Note that if n < q then necessarily s = 0. 
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Now suppose that s > 0, so m < n. By definition N leaves each Vei 
invariant so by induction N has derived length at most d(m, p, q). Conse- 
quently G has derived length at most d(m, p, q) + s and 
4m P, 9) + s = d(n, PY q), 
except when both m < q and p + q > 2. 
Assume we have m < q and p + q > 2. Then (N n G’)/C,,,JVei) is 
isomorphic to a q-subgroup of GL(m, 0). Since p + q > 2 this group is 
therefore isomorphic to a linear group of degree m < q [8, Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 31 and as such is abelian. This is for each i and so N n G’ is 
abelian. Also G’/(N n G’) z Q’ which has derived length less than s. 
Consequently G has derived length at most 
as required. 
1 +(s- l)+ 1= 1+ [log& 
For all q # p there exists a suitable division ring D and a nilpotent q- 
primary subgroup G of D* with derived length 2 (see [S, Remark before 
Lemma 51). In fact we can choose G and D such that F is the centre of D 
and D has dimension over F a power of q (indeed, even q2). If E is the 
perfect closure of F, since p # q the ring D OF E is a finite-dimensional 
division E-algebra whose multiplicative group contains a copy of G. 
For all n, p and q # p there exists a finite linear q-group G of degree n, 
characteristic p and derived length 1 + [log, n], for example, G could be 
isomorphic to a Sylow q-subgroup of the symmetric group on nq symbols. 
Consider the case p = 0, q = 2. Let D be the real quaternion algebra and 
Q the quaternion subgroup of D *. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the 
symmetric group on n symbols. Then G = Q 2 S (permutational wreath 
product) can be embedded as monomial matrices into GL(n, 0). Clearly G is 
a finite 2-group with derived length 2 + [log, n]. 
Note that except for the anomalous case n < q, p + q > 2 the bound is 
actually attained by a q-group. 
2.2. Let G be a p-primary subgroup of GL(n, D). Then G has derived 
length at most d(n, p, p) = 1 - [-log, n] and this bound is attained for all n 
and p. If F is perfect then G has derived length at most max{ 1, -[-log, n]} 
and this too is attained for all n and p. 
Proof. G’ is a p-group and so is unipotent. Thus G’ has derived length at 
most -[-log, n] and G has derived length at most d(n, p, p). If F is perfect 
then G < G, x G, < GL(n, D) by [4,2.4]. As G, is an image of G, also 
(Gd)’ is a p-group, so G, is abelian. Thus G has derived length at most 
max{ 1, -[-log, n]}. The bound in the perfect case is attained even by a 
linear group. Thus it remains to construct an example in the general case. 
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Let E = GF(p)(y) where y is an indeterminate and let 8 be the 
automorphism of E defined by ye = y - 1. Let D = E((x, 0)), the ring of all 
formal power series Ci.+r xiai in x where r E Z and the ai E E, subject to the 
relations ax = xae for all a E E. Then D is a division ring of finite 
dimension p2 over its centre F = C,(0)((xp)). 
If n = 1 there is nothing to prove so let II > 2 and let {eij: 1 < i, j < n) be 
the usual matrix units. Let 
Then 
G = (xl,,, 1, + ye,+,,i: 1 ,< i < n) < GL(n, 0). 
1X1t73 l, + Yei+ l.il = 1” + ei+ t,ir 
so Tr,(n, p) < G’ and G has derived length exactly 1 - [--log, n]. Also xpl, 
is central in GL(n, D) and G/(xP1,) is easily seen to be a finite p-group. 
Thus G is nilpotent and p-primary. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be a locally nilpotent subgroup of 
GL(n, 0). Suppose first that p = 0. By [4, 2.41 we have that G < G, X G, < 
GL(n, D), where G, is unipotent and G, is locally nilpotent with 
u(G,) = (1). Then Gd/C,(Gd) is locally finite 14, 2.7 J), so G, is the central 
product of q-primary groups, one for each prime q by [4,2.8]. Thus by 2.1 
we have that 
d(n,O)=max(-[-log,n],2+ [log,n],2, 1 + [log,n]:qodd} 
= 2 + Ilog, n]. 
Now assume that p > 0. Then by 14, 2.7 and 2.81 the group G is the 
central product of q-primary groups, one for each prime q. Thus 2.1 and 2.2 
yield for all p > 0 that 
d(n, p) = max( 1 - j-log, n], 2, 1 + [log, n]: q # p} 
= max( 1 - [-log, n], 2). 
The proof is complete. 
2.4. Suppose in the paragraph above that F is perfect. Then 2.1, 2.2 
and the above argument yield that G has derived length at most 
mm{-[--log, n], 2, 1 + [log,n]: q # p} 
I 
2 if n=l, or if n = p = 2, 
= -[-log, n] if n > 2 and p= 2, 
1 + bg, nl if n > 1 and p > 2, 
and this bound is attained for all n and p > 0. 
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3. DERIVED LENGTH OF LOCALLY SOLUBLE GROUPS 
3.1. Let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of the subgroup G of 
GL(n, D) with u(N) = (1). Then N < A(G). 
Proof. Let A be the centre of N. Since u(N) = (l), [4, 2.71 yields that 
N/A is periodic. Also u(A) < u(N) = (l), so A <d(G) by [6, 1.11. Let a E N 
and denote by r the order of a modulo A. Then K = C,(ar) has finite index 
in G. Let g E K and set H= (a, ag)A. Now (ag)’ = (ar)’ = ar, so 
(a-lag)r E H’. Clearly H/H’A has exponent dividing r and for i > 1 there is 
a homomorphism of oi (H/H/A) onto y’H/y’+ ‘H, where yiH is the ith term 
of the lower central series of H. Thus H’ has exponent dividing I’-‘, for c 
the nilpotency class of N. Consequently (a - lag)+ = 1. 
Let T = (b E N: b” = 1). Then T/T’ has exponent dividing rc, so T has 
exponent dividing rc2. Since u(T) = (1) the group T is isomorphic to a linear 
group of degree 2n and characteristic p by [8, Theorem 1 and Proposition 31. 
But T has finite exponent, so [3, 1.231 T is finite. Finally, uR E UT for all 
g E K; consequently (K: C,(a)) < 1 TI and the result follows. 
3.2. Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose u(G) = (1). If R is the finite 
residual of G then G(O) <R and R is nilpotent by 1.2 of [6]. By 3.1 we have 
R < d(G), so R is abelian. Consequently G“‘+ ‘) = ( 1). The proposition now 
follows from [4, 3.11. 
3.3. Lemma 3.1 is only a pale reflection of what is true in the linear 
case. 
Let N be a soluble normal subgroup of the subgroup G of GL(n, F) such 
that u(N) = (1). Then G/C,(N) has an abelian subgroup of index bounded 
by a function of n only. If N is nilpotent of class c then G/C,(N) is finite of 
order bounded by a function of n and c only. 
Proof Since u(N) = (1) we may pass to G/u(G) and assume that G is 
absolutely completely reducible. Then N contains a diagonalizable normal 
subgroup A of G such that m = (N : A) is finite and bounded by a function 
of n only [3, p. 48, Exercise 3.11. Now (G : C,(A)) divides n! by [3, 1.121 
and clearly (G : C,(N/A)) divides m!. Also K = (C,(A) n C,(N/A))/C,(N) 
is abelian by stability theory and so the first part follows. 
Now assume that N is nilpotent of class c. By [3, 3.131 we may choose A 
to be the centre of N and then m divides n.n t (c-‘)(“-‘). Since A is central, 
stability theory embeds K into Hom(N/A, A) and A is diagonalizable. Thus 
/K 1 divides m” and consequently G/C,(N) is finite of order dividing m”m!n!. 
3.4. The standard proof of G. Higman’s Units Theorem also yields 
the following generalization. 
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Let R be a ring, S a subring of R and G a multiplicative subgroup of the 
units of R normalizing S such that S ~7 G is a subgroup of G and R is a 
twisted group ring of G/(S ~7 G) over S. Suppose that G/(S ~7 G) is locally 
indicable and that x is a non-zero element of R each of whose non-zero coef- 
ficients is not a zero-divisor of S. Then x is not a zero-divisor of R. In 
particular ITS is a division ring then R is a domain. 
Note that if T is a transversal of S n G to G then x = CIET x, t uniquely, 
for some x, E S. A different choice of transversal multiplies the x, by units of 
S. Thus our hypothesis above on x is independent of the choice of T. Note 
also that every locally poly-H group is locally indicable. 
3.5. Let p be zero or a prime and consider the group extension 
A H G -++ H where: 
(a) A is abelian and H is locally finite; 
(b) G contains a locally cyclic, central periodic p’subgroup Z such 
that G/Z is locally poly-h; and 
Cc> A <d(G). 
Then there exists a division ring D of characteristic p that is locallyjinite- 
dimensional over its centre, such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of D”. 
Proof: Let Q be any field of characteristic p containing a copy of Z and 
identify Z with this copy. Let R = Q[G] be the corresponding twisted group 
ring. By 3.4 and Hypothesis (b) the ring R is a domain. Let X be any finitely 
generated subgroup of G. By (a) (and (b)) the group X is polycyclic, so 
Q[X] <R is Noetherian. By Goldie’s theorem [2, 10.4.10 and 4.4.11 Q[X] is 
an Ore domain. Consequently so is R. Let D be its classical ring of 
quotients. Then D is a division ring and G is a subgroup of D*. 
Let S be the subfield of D generated by A. Then G normalizes S. By (c) 
we have that A and hence S is algebraic over F = C,(G). Clearly F is a 
central subfield of D. With X as above A nX is finitely generated by (a) and 
algebraic over F. Thus F(A nX) is a finite field extension of F. Also X 
normalizes F(A n X), so F(A n X)[X] Q D has dimension (left or right) at 
most (X: A n X) over F(A nX). But (X: A nX) is finite by (a) and 
therefore dim, F[X] is finite. The proof is complete. 
3.6. Proof of Proposition 2. Let A t) G ++ H be the exact sequence 
constructed in the proof of [6, 3.81. Then A is abelian, H is locally finite, 
A <d(G) and G is hyperabelian with a central element g of infinite order 
such that G/(g) is locally poly-Z and G’“’ = (g). 
Set G, = G/(g’). By 3.5 there is a division ring D of the required type 
such that G, is a subgroup of D*. Then the set G, of all lower triangular 
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elements of GL(n, D) with all their diagonal entries in G, is a subgroup of 
GL(n, D) with the required properties (see [6,3.7]). 
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